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About This Game

Don't let them catch you!

Sneak behind the guards and find your way around to reach your objectives,but be careful, you must not be detected!
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Are you ready?

You will play as a secret agent trying to stop a terrorist organization.

Attack enemies from behind or use a pistol, but ammo will be limited.

Your goal is to get thru every location and finish the mission. Sounds simple? We'll see...

The Impossible Challenge is self explanatory.

If it's too much you can try The Very Hard Challenge instead.

For those who don't like running out of time: No Timer Challenge and No Timer Challenge Plus.

Extra modes for more fun: Zombie Mode and Zombie Mode No Timer.

Main features:

4 difficulty modes (challenges):
The Impossible Challenge - limited time to finish each level, lots of enemies.
The Very Hard Challenge - more time and less enemies.
No Timer Challenge Plus - no time limits, the same amount of enemies as in The Impossible Challenge.
No Timer Challenge - no time limits, the same amount of enemies as in The Very Hard Challenge.

2 extra modes:
Zombie Mode - limited time to finish each level, unlimited ammo to kill zombies xD.
Zombie Mode No Timer - the same as Zombie Mode but without time limits.

Stealth game mechanics - sneak up, hide, eliminate enemies and don’t let them catch you!

Challenging levels with a lot of enemies.
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Title: EXON: The Impossible Challenge
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Simple Interactive Games
Publisher:
Simple Interactive Games
Release Date: 14 Aug, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: 64-bit Windows 7 or higher

Processor: 3.2 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 750 Ti or higher

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 5 GB available space

English
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exon the impossible challenge

One of the worst games I've ever played with empty online servers. The only people that play it are desperately trying to hold
their online records flexing that micropenis. I adore the Tron look but it doesn't deliver.. I've been on a real SHMUP kick lately,
and when I saw this was available for 50\u00a2 I figured I couldn't go wrong, right? I wish.

I'm not even sure where to begin in listing the negatives of this game, let's see... The scanlines on screen make everything super
difficult to see, and cannot be turned of; they make the screen overall very dark, since 50% of it is darkened by their presence.
This, paired with the overuse of bloom effects makes things on screen appear super super blurry and hazy.

The game claims to harken back to the old days of space shooters eating your quarters all day in the arcade, boasting "hard, very
hard" difficulty, but fails to capture anything close to the same feeling.

Firstly, the camera feels zoomed in way too far because the developers thought it was a good idea to make the ship take up a full
1\/7th of the vertical screen space while scrolling vertically--why they made a 16:9 game a vertical scroller in the first place is
baffling--and on top of that they made the stages larger than the screen actually shows, so you have to push your ship to the
edges to force it to move around even more, which brings me to my next point:

Absolutely ridiculous deaths from off-screen objects suddenly running directly into your ship because you're trying to move
somewhere that things are actually happening. The "randomly generated" stages often have huge sections of dead space, with
not an enemy in sight... except for their bullets flying at you from the sides or bottom of the screen that you cannot shoot
toward. Normally, in an arcade shooter, dead space is nice because it gives you some breathing room, but this game has
experience points and gold for on-the-fly upgrades so you can't afford to have 10 seconds of doing nothing but dodging nearly
impossible to see shots flying at you way too fast from angles you have no idea there are even enemies at.

On the subject of the on-the-fly upgrade system, it is so poorly implemented as to be a joke: They force you to maneuver with
the arrow keys, while firing your main weapon with X and secondary weapon with Z, and expect you to, in the middle of a
stage, press O to pause the game and open the shop. And then when you buy new primary and secondary weapons, you're
supposed to switch between them with N & M, and < and >, while firing with Z and X and moving with the arrow keys. None of
the controls can be rebound, and there is no controller support. Why did they not use keys nearer to Z and X for these things?
Like A\/S and D\/F? Who knows. Why don't they let you rebind them? Your guess is as good as mine.

I am a child of the '80s, I remember going to arcades and playing Galaxian and Galaga, I enjoy shoot 'em up games and play a
wide variety of very difficult ones. This game is bad, and hiding behind "retro graphics and difficulty" to shield it from criticism. It
was not even worth the fifty cents I paid for it.. 27 Hours just to complete the Raziel route (good and bad end). Phew! I didn't think
the battle scenes were too short at all btw. They were just right. I would have been bored if they were any longer. Well worth the
money!

*Update*
I finished the Sorami and Lilith's routes as well. What a thrill ride. If you have bought Fruit of Grisaia, this goes a lot faster than
that. I find the protagonists of Fruit of Grisaia and Tokyo Babel eerily similar. They are both cold, stone face, but very adept at
what they do - decimating.

Dialogue/text is not slow at all, and often humorous, reflective, philosophical and sometimes sad.

Short notes on each of the 3 characters:
Raziel - I didn't like her in the earlier parts of her route as I felt she was very needy and clingy. I really liked her good ending
though, as it honoured Setsuna's lifespan, and felt realistic in the sense that Raziel had to deal with it, and she dealt with it really
well, and as befitting as an angel.

Sorami - I'm in a quandary about her good ending. On one end, the twist that faced them after Tokyo Babel is pretty well done, but
some bits and pieces don't fit together and thus it wasn't very realistic for me. It was however very touching and I do like their final
trial and how they managed to overcome it.

Lilth's True end - the Setsuna end was quite satisfying for me as it was the ultimate happy ending of course. Nothing illogical about
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this ending and I expected that they would end up this way. I can't put my finger on it but it feels just a bit too perfect. Thus, even
though Lilith is my favourite character, I still prefered Raziel's good ending as it was the most realistic one for me.

---
Oh, and I have no friends. So if you enjoy visual novels like this, please add me :D. One of my favorite games I ever played. I have
this game on a disc but I decied to buy it on Steam as well so I can play it anytime until computers can't run it any more. This game
is a must buy for city builders and history buffs.. This game is awesome. Im usually not huge into single player games however I
saw it recommended on Reddit, and that it would be a good game to stream so I gave it a shot. Boy am I glad I did. The game has
Twitch integration so when you complete certain aspects, chat can litterally vote on events that happen. I played for 3 or 4 hours
last night and had an amazing time. The game has a good balaence of not only scares, but it is challenging as well. Had a great
time playing and will be continuing until we can complete the game. Controller support is pretty sweet too.. The game is more than
great, but still needs some things like more than one ship or a skill tree.
I rely recomend to buy this game.. Very underrated shooter.Highly recommend it if you have a quick mouse :D
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Having played hundreds of classic JRPGs, I'm always on the lookout for a fresh experience. Zombies are still a rare appearance
in classic JRPGs. "Wolfenhain", a free German RPG, implemented them in a Low Fantasy setting last year. "Galer: Plague of
Heroes" is this year's High Fantasy JRPG embodiment.

If you like Final Fantasy VI (large cast of characters, dawning apocalypse scenario) and zombies, bothered to read my review
and don't dislike RPG Maker (2003) games, there's a good chance this game might appeal to you.

While the story (see the game description) is executed fairly well (despite\/because of a lack of major, but therefore also often
unbelievable plot twists), it suffers from typos and a "doughy", seemingly unrelated beginning. If you can make it past that,
though, you'll have a hard time finding another JRPG like Galer that forces you this strongly to question your heroes' success.
Despair's palpable as you seem to fight a losing battle. This might be the game's greatest merit, as the heroes' victory in other
JRPGs is never in any real danger (unless these games deliberately offer "bad ending" or "chaos" routes). Finally, a satisfying
ending rounds out the story.

The beginning is typical JRPG fare (visit town, clear dungeon, rinse and repeat). Things get more interesting when the player is
granted full control over his own home base. Here, he can change party members, forge equipment, create items and much
more. A lot of systems and mechanics have been implemented compared to other JRPGs of this kind. While this is
commendable, the player can find enough rare equipment in dungeons without ever having to rely on the opportunities the home
base has to offer.

Speaking of implemented mechanics, there's a rather unique one: When traversing the world map, the player doesn't only fight
random encounters on the world map, but also random encounters to protect the home base (either-or, so this doesn't mean
twice as much random encounters). This feature creates the chance to test all characters in battle and contributes to the story
scenario's flair. Furthermore, if the home base party is strong enough to scare monsters away (happens automatically), the player
receives a "Wild Card" that awards, when used, a randomly created bonus. The effects range from mere money to (permanent)
status-raising items, free level-ups, summons that can be used in battle and even new skills. I deem this mechanic refreshing, but
easily abusable once the party members are strong enough. In any case, be prepared for a rather high random encounter rate
with no way of mitigating it. Apocalypse isn't known to let the players rest.

When the home base becomes available, the player has to choose a difficulty setting. "Normal" leaves everything as it is, but
"difficult" forces the player to buy food rations in order to survive overworld trips. Despite underlining the fight for survival,
this feature complicates exploring the world map, so I'm glad it's purely optional. It may very well be this feature doesn't pose a
problem anymore once the player is able to travel by (air)ship.

My biggest gripe with the large cast of characters is that there aren't enough meaningful battles for all of them to participate in.
There are some scenarios that force the player to use certain party members, but it just isn't enough (so don't expect a
"Suikoden"). Especially the game's final stage, despite being intense as hell, wastes a lot of potential in this regard (compare
JRPGs like "Legends of Illarion" that force the player to use all party members by forming different parties for simultaneously -
successively - fought battles). It doesn't help that many characters receive hardly any development (if any at all). The antagonists
aren't anything special, but they get their jobs done. On the other hand, the main characters and their problems are likable and
believable. To name a few: Paladins struggling with the fact that the god they believed in may not exist, regular people having to
cope with the loss of their friends, a defector having a hard time to be (and feel) accepted - while the wheel isn't reinvented, any
JRPG player will feel right at home.

Dependent on which party members the player takes (and sometimes doesn't take!) with him to certain locations, he's awarded
with additional story scenes or side quests that become available. The player can discover enough hints to find most of the
optional stuff, but he's likely to miss something without developer's knowledge. Most of the side quests unlock scenes from the
past of certain characters, which the player can view at the home base. There are also some "one-time only dungeons" and other
permanently missable things. Thus, be aware that this game can be frustrating for completionists, particularly as it doesn't offer
any replay value.

Another typical problem that comes with (too) many party members: The player doesn't know which characters will be useful
until the end. Should you level up your characters evenly or concentrate on a few select ones? It's definitely the latter for this
game. Since there are enough (voluntary) opportunities to grind and even to buy level-ups for party members (using money
earned in-game at the home base, requiring increasing amounts of money at higher levels), any player will be able to
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circumnavigate potential "roadblocks". The game features some unwinnable boss battles, though, a device I truly despise. This is
even more aggravating considering this game could really use more boss battles in general. Fortunately, at least the ones
available can be exciting and force the player to make full use of all his battle options.

Battles feature the standard RPG Maker 2003 system, which means ATB ("active time battles") like in earlier Final Fantasy
games. Bars fill up for your party members, and if a bar is completely full, you can input an action. Dependent on the setting,
this system either resembles real-time combat (\u201cactive\u201d) or turn-based combat (\u201cwait\u201d). The wait
function is fully automatic, so battles halt completely when it's the player\u2019s turn to input an action. I really appreciate this
execution, since a lot of JRPGs only halt battles when pressing \u201center\u201d or while navigating through menus.

Apart from the battles, there are several "mini games" that require to avoid or run away from zombies or to quickly fetch some
things to barricade a house so that zombies can't enter. Some of these sequences are difficult, especially when the player isn't
accustomed to 2D action games, but they are never unfair and instead manage to make the zombie apocalypse feel more real
(also, there's only a few of them). This isn\u2019t "The Walking Dead", where zombies don't pose much of a threat nowadays.
Additionally, there are some sequences during which the player has to "perform" while being pressed for time (e.g. flee from a
collapsing cave within five minutes like in "Wild Arms 1"). I don't like being pressed for time in JRPGs, but these sequences fit
the game's style, and they are - once again - never unfair.

In terms of graphics and music\/sound, the game seems to rely on resources from RPG Maker 2003's RTP, mixed with a few
fitting original pieces. These graphical resources are, to my mind, the best ones to create a Super Nintendo JRPG flair, but as a
consequence, this game looks like any other game made with RPG Maker 2003. There's room for improvement when it comes
to mapping, but the overall dungeon design is mostly motivating. The developer responds quickly to bug notifications, so the
game shouldn't suffer from game-breaking bugs anymore.

I enjoyed this game despite the aforementioned flaws, and I encourage any JRPG aficionado to at least give it a try. Galer isn't a
masterpiece, but it's a tremendous (mostly) one-man effort, a love letter to classic JRPGs, adding a special zombie touch. Trying
like Galer to tweak the formula without breaking it, that's what more classic JRPGs nowadays should try to accomplish.. Check
out my review of this DLC here:
https:\/\/youtu.be\/ldYWVKNDTV0. requesting refund, first time I request a refund for a game. This game is just... stupid?.
The only things are:

No cab lights
No career scenarios for WCML Trent Valley
And no virgin trains Livery which is wierd since if you search class 390 it is most likely to appear in virgin livery. Bridge
Construction Playground is another ClockStone's remake (first was Bridge Constructor) of old Chronic Logic's Bridge Builder.
Aim of all those game is simple - you have to build a bridge that withstands trains, cars or trucks, with resources like wood,
metal bars, stone pillars and lines.

Despite being very similar to Bridge Constructor, Playground offers more flexibility. Instead of a strict caring about a budget,
you can freely build any bridge in any way you like. Every level has also few tasks which requires building a bridge in some
specific way - without some resources, with some strict budget or with keeping stress of the bridge under some level.

In comparision to Bridge Constructor, physics is not that hilarious as it used to be. It improved a lot.
Graphically this game is bad. But it doesn't matter at all. Music is nice and not disturbing.

Playground is way less challenging than Bridge Constructor, though it is still fun.

The most annoying thing in Playground is inability to move once set joints. You literally have sometimes to delete whole bridge
just because you can't move one damn joint. And it was possible in the previous version.
Also in some camera positions it is impossible either to place parts of a bridge or to delete them. You get used to it, but it is very
irritating at the beginning.

And the game still lacks a speed up button.

Anyway, it's a very funny and addictive game. Not the best one of the genre of building bridges, but not bad either. But if you
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like the genre, it's a game just for you.. If you liked the first one this one is just as good, has the same humour and fun
characters as the first!
if you havent played the first one, play it and then this, 2 fun little 1hr games that actually have a more replay value than 90% of
games released these days 10/10. Truly an amazing game with a very real feel of sandbox play. Despite what faction you choose
to start out with, maintaining or changing your affiliations via reputation or otherwise is all in how you decide to play a role. I'm
not a huge fan of the ship design limitations, especially that adding a small room to the inside of your ship creates a HUGE set
of obnoxious and (frankly) off-scale exterior blocks that can seriously ruin your ideal image/design of your creation.

The universe is simply huge and I'd gather it's every bit as big as Elite Dangerous', No Man's Sky's, or Star Citizen's universe.
When the ship tells you that it will take 3000+ days to get to a location without accelerating, it means it and it's very obvious
from the first time you set to leave a planet's nearby exo-sphere at anything less that Warp 3. I love this game, it's got all the
right elements there for PvP and PvE and the amount of grind is also, notably, balanced as well. Combat could use some more
polishing, joystick HOTAS integration is still needed, and the ship editor needs some tweaking, but overall the game is pretty
awesome and if the playerbase would simply give it a chance, I think we really see a hard hitting competitor in the mix here.

9/10 Recoms. Nice Game. You can build, You can play instruments, You can have a cat and the End Boss seems pretty Easy.
But then, after you saved the Universe... YOU GET \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ING 25K AND A CARD?!

10\/100 Would Die for scam again.. No...... Just...no.. developer cant even speak basic english from level 1.. you hear a c y ka
voice saying its own mambo jumbo,.. and then english text appears "be wary laser can kill you"
at this moment i am like oh myyyyy in soviet russia A means B.. balalaika..
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